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In the special theory of relativity, Lorentz invariance is extended in Minkowski
spacetime from ideal inertial observers to actual observers by means of the hypothesis
of locality, which postulates that accelerated observers are always pointwise inertial.
A critical examination of the locality assumption reveals its domain of validity: it
is true for pointwise coincidences, but is in conflict with wave-particle duality. To
remedy this situation, a nonlocal theory of accelerated systems is presented that
reduces to the standard theory in the limit of small accelerations. Some of the main
consequences of nonlocal special relativity are briefly outlined.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Minkowski’s idea of putting time and space on an equal footing thereby effecting their
conceptual unification in spacetime was a fundamental step in the development of the special
theory of relativity [1]. Moreover, Minkowski’s emphasis on spacetime geometry paved the
way for the subsequent emergence of Einstein’s geometric theory of the gravitational field [2].
The special theory of relativity—that is, the standard relativistic physics of Minkowski
spacetime—is primarily based on a fundamental symmetry in nature, namely, Lorentz in-
variance. Lorentz invariance relates the physical measurements of inertial observers at rest
in one inertial frame to those at rest in another inertial frame. The basic laws of micro-
physics have been formulated with respect to inertial observers; however, all actual observers
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2are accelerated. The term “observer” is here used in an extended sense to include any mea-
suring device. To interpret experimental results, it is therefore necessary to extend Lorentz
invariance to accelerated observers. That is, a physical connection must be established be-
tween accelerated and inertial observers. The assumption that is employed in the standard
theory of relativity is the hypothesis of locality, which asserts that an accelerated observer
is pointwise physically equivalent to an otherwise identical momentarily comoving inertial
observer [3]-[5]. Thus, Lorentz invariance and the hypothesis of locality together form the
physical basis for the special theory of relativity. Lorentz invariance is consistent with quan-
tum theory, but, as will become clear in section II, this is not the case with the hypothesis of
locality. The aim of the nonlocal formulation of special relativity is to correct this situation.
In Minkowski’s treatment of special relativity, the locality assumption was highlighted as
a fundamental axiom (see page 80 of [1]):
“The substance at any world-point may always, with the appropriate determina-
tion of space and time, be looked upon as at rest.”
The physical origin and limitations of the hypothesis of locality are critically examined
in the first part of this paper. The second part starts with a generalization of the hypothesis
of locality that is consistent with wave-particle duality. On this basis, a nonlocal theory of
accelerated systems is presented that goes beyond the hypothesis of locality, but reduces to
the standard theory in the limit of small accelerations. The main features of this nonlocal
special relativity are briefly examined.
II. HYPOTHESIS OF LOCALITY
In the special theory of relativity, Lorentz invariance is extended to accelerated systems
by means of the following assumption.
POSTULATE OF LOCALITY: An accelerated observer (measuring device) along its
worldline is at each instant physically equivalent to a hypothetical inertial observer (mea-
suring device) that is otherwise identical and instantaneously comoving with the accelerated
observer (measuring device).
What is the physical basis of this supposition? The locality assumption originates from
3Newtonian mechanics of point particles: the accelerated observer and the otherwise identical
instantaneously comoving inertial observer have the same position and velocity; hence, they
share the same state and are thus pointwise physically identical in classical mechanics.
Therefore, in the treatment of accelerated systems of reference in Newtonian mechanics, no
new physical assumption is required. The hypothesis of locality should hold equally well
in the classical relativistic mechanics of point particles. That is, if all physical phenomena
could be reduced to pointlike coincidences of classical particles and rays of radiation, then
the hypothesis of locality would be exactly valid.
In the special theory of relativity, an accelerated observer is in effect replaced—on the
basis of the hypothesis of locality—by a continuous infinity of hypothetical momentarily
comoving inertial observers. It seems that Lorentz first introduced such an assumption in
his theory of electrons in order to ensure that an electron, conceived as a small ball of
charge, would always be Lorentz contracted along its direction of motion [6]. It was clearly
recognized by Lorentz that this is simply an approximation whose validity rests on the
supposition that the electron velocity would change over a time scale that is much longer
than the period of internal oscillations of the electron (see section 183 on page 216 of [6]).
A similar assumption was simply adopted by Einstein for rods and clocks (see the footnote
on page 60 of [2]). Indeed, the hypothesis of locality underlies Einstein’s development of
the theory of relativity. For instance, the locality assumption fits perfectly together with
Einstein’s local principle of equivalence to ensure that every observer in a gravitational
field is pointwise inertial. In fact, to preserve the operational significance of Einstein’s
heuristic principle of equivalence—namely, the presumed local equivalence of an observer
in a gravitational field with an accelerated observer in Minkowski spacetime—it must be
coupled with a statement regarding what accelerated observers actually measure. When
coupled with the hypothesis of locality, Einstein’s principle of equivalence provides a physical
basis for a field theory of gravitation that is consistent with (local) Lorentz invariance.
Following Einstein’s development of the general theory of relativity, Weyl discussed the
physical basis for the hypothesis of locality (see pages 176-177 of [7]). In particular, Weyl
noted that the locality hypothesis was an adiabaticity assumption analogous to the one for
sufficiently slow processes in thermodynamics and would therefore be expected to be a good
approximation only up to some acceleration [7].
The modern experimental basis of the theory of relativity necessitates a discussion of
4the locality assumption within the context of the quantum theory of measurement. The
standard quantum theory of measurement deals with ideal inertial measuring devices. An
actual measuring device is in general noninertial and has specific limitations—due to the
nature of its construction and its modes of operation—that must obviously be taken into
account in any actual experiment. The fact that these experimental limitations exist clearly
does not invalidate the standard quantum measurement theory. This circumstance illustrates
the general relationship between the basic theoretical structure of a physical theory and the
additional limitations of actual laboratory devices. Therefore, throughout this work, we
assume that the measuring devices are ideal. The response of the ideal measuring devices to
acceleration—that is, the influence of inertial effects on their operation—should eventually
be determined on the basis of a proper theory of accelerated systems.
A physical theory of space and time must deal with the issue of whether ideal rods
and clocks satisfy the locality assumption. Measuring devices that do so are usually called
“standard”. Thus the clock hypothesis states that standard clocks measure proper time. The
inertial effects in a standard device must therefore operate in just such a way as to make
a standard device always locally inertial. This is clearly a physical assumption regarding
ideal accelerated devices. In this connection, it is interesting to mention here a remark by
Sommerfeld in his notes on Minkowski’s 1908 paper (see page 94 of [1]):
“...The assertion is based, as Einstein has pointed out, on the unprovable as-
sumption that the clock in motion actually indicates its own proper time, i.e.
that it always gives the time corresponding to the state of velocity, regarded as
constant, at any instant. The moving clock must naturally have been moved
with acceleration (with changes of speed or direction) in order to be compared
with the stationary clock at the world-point P ....”
An accelerated observer is characterized by the translational acceleration of its worldline
and the rotation of its spatial frame. Using these quantities and the speed of light in
vacuum, one can construct an acceleration length ℓ that is characteristic of the scale of
spatial variation of the state of the observer. If λ is the intrinsic length that is characteristic
of the phenomenon under observation, then we expect deviations from the hypothesis of
locality of order λ/ℓ. In an Earth-based laboratory, for instance, the main translational
and rotational acceleration lengths would be c2/g⊕ ≈ 1 light year and c/Ω⊕ ≈ 28 A.U.,
5respectively. Thus in most experimental situations λ/ℓ is negligibly small and the hypothesis
of locality is a good approximation.
To illustrate the consistency of these ideas, consider, for instance, a classical charged
particle of mass m and charge ǫ that is accelerated by an external force f . The characteristic
wavelength of the electromagnetic waves radiated by the accelerated charge is λ ∼ ℓ. Thus
λ/ℓ ∼ 1 in the interaction of the particle with the electromagnetic field and a significant
breakdown of the locality assumption is expected in this case. That is, the state of the radi-
ating charged particle cannot be specified by its position and velocity alone. This conclusion
is indeed consistent with the Abraham-Lorentz equation
m
dv
dt
− 2
3
ǫ2
c3
d2v
dt2
+ · · · = f , (1)
which describes the motion of the particle in the nonrelativistic approximation.
A second example involves the dilation of muon lifetime when muon decay is measured
in a storage ring [8, 9]. The hypothesis of locality implies that τµ = γτ
0
µ , where τ
0
µ is the
lifetime of the muon at rest and γ is the Lorentz factor corresponding to the circular motion
of muons in the storage ring. To avoid the locality assumption, one can suppose that the
muon decays from a high-energy Landau level in a constant magnetic field. This approach
has been followed in [10] for the calculation of muon decay on the basis of the quantum
theory. The result can be expressed as [11]
τµ ≈ γτ 0µ
[
1 +
2
3
(
λC
ℓ
)2]
, (2)
where λC is the Compton wavelength of the muon and ℓ is its effective acceleration length.
That is, ℓ = c2/g, where g ∼ 1018g⊕ is the effective centripetal acceleration of the muon
in the storage ring. In practice, the nonlocal correction term turns out to be very small
(∼ 10−25).
It follows from the foregoing examples that the hypothesis of locality is in general in-
adequate for wave phenomena. These considerations provide the motivation to develop a
theory of accelerated systems that goes beyond the hypothesis of locality and is consistent
with wave-particle duality.
6III. ACCELERATED OBSERVERS
Imagine a global inertial frame S in Minkowski spacetime with coordinates xα = (ct,x).
Throughout this paper, we assume that these inertial coordinates are employed by all ob-
servers in S. We choose units such that c = ~ = 1; moreover, in our convention, the
signature of the Minkowski metric is +2, except in sections VIII and IX as well as Ap-
pendix A, where it is −2. An accelerated observer with proper time τ and worldline xα(τ)
passes through a continuum of instantaneously comoving inertial observers. Each inertial
observer in S is endowed with natural temporal and spatial axes that constitute its orthonor-
mal tetrad. It then follows from the locality assumption that an accelerated observer carries
an orthonormal tetrad λµ(α)(τ) along its worldline such that at each instant of proper time
τ the observer’s tetrad coincides with that of the momentarily comoving inertial observer.
We note that its 4-velocity λµ(0) = dx
µ/dτ is a unit vector tangent to the worldline and acts
as the local temporal axis of the observer, while its local spatial frame is defined by the unit
spacelike axes λµ(i), i = 1, 2, 3. To avoid unphysical situations, it is natural to assume that
the observer’s acceleration lasts only for a finite interval of time.
The theoretical role of the hypothesis of locality in the measurement of spatial and tem-
poral intervals by a congruence of accelerated observers has been scrutinized in a number of
studies. It has been shown that a consistent treatment is possible only when the distances
involved are very small compared to the relevant acceleration lengths [4, 5, 12]. In particu-
lar, if D is the spatial dimension of a standard measuring device, then D ≪ ℓ. The various
implications of this result for quantum measurement theory have been discussed in [3, 11].
Further studies of the function of locality in the theory of relativity are contained in [13]-[18]
and the references therein. In this paper, we assume that the accelerated observer has access
to standard measuring devices for the determination of its proper time and its local tetrad
frame.
The accelerated observer’s tetrad frame varies along its worldline in accordance with
dλµ(α)
dτ
= φ βα λ
µ
(β). (3)
Here φαβ = −φβα is the invariant antisymmetric acceleration tensor of the observer. This
tensor can be decomposed as φαβ 7→ (−g,Ω) in close analogy with the Faraday tensor.
The translational acceleration of the observer is represented by the “electric” part of the
7tensor ( φ0i = gi), while the angular velocity of the rotation of the observer’s spatial frame
with respect to a locally nonrotating (i.e. Fermi-Walker transported) frame is given by the
“magnetic” part of the tensor (φij = ǫijkΩ
k) .
An accelerated observer is in general characterized by its worldline as well as the asso-
ciated tetrad frame. The local rate of variation of the state of the accelerated observer is
thus completely specified by the six coordinate scalars g and Ω. These components of the
acceleration tensor and their temporal derivatives in general enter into the definition of the
relevant acceleration lengths of the observer [4].
IV. BEYOND LOCALITY
Consider the reception of electromagnetic waves by an accelerated observer in the global
inertial frame S. To measure the frequency of the incident wave, the observer needs to
register several oscillations before an adequate determination of the frequency becomes even
possible. Thus an extended period of proper time is necessary for this purpose. On the other
hand, for an incident wave with propagation vector kα = (ω,k), the hypothesis of locality
implies that at each instant of proper time τ , the observer measures ωD(τ) = −kαλα(0) via
the Doppler effect. Thus from a physical standpoint, such an instantaneous Doppler formula
can be strictly valid only in the eikonal limit of rays of radiation.
There is an alternative way to apply the locality hypothesis to this situation [19]-[22].
One can employ the instantaneous Lorentz transformations from S to the local inertial frame
of the observer at τ to determine the electromagnetic field that is presumably measured by
the accelerated observer at τ . The Fourier analysis of this measured field in terms of proper
time would then result in the invariant frequency ωˆ measured by the accelerated observer.
We note that the measured field in this case can be directly evaluated by the projection of
the Faraday tensor of the wave in S on the tetrad frame of the accelerated observer. This
approach is nonlocal insofar as it relies on Fourier analysis, but the field determination is still
based on the locality assumption. However, as pointed out by Bohr and Rosenfeld [23, 24],
it is not physically possible to measure an electromagnetic field at one event; instead, a
certain averaging process is required. To remedy this situation, nonlocal field determination
is considered in the next section in connection with the fully nonlocal theory of accelerated
observers.
8In the rest of this section, it proves instructive to explore briefly the physical difference
between ωˆ and ωD for the specific case of a uniformly rotating observer. Imagine an observer
rotating in the positive sense with constant frequency Ω0 about the direction of propagation
of a plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave of frequency ω. The observer follows a circle
of radius ρ with uniform speed v = ρΩ0 in a plane and the wave is normally incident on this
plane. In this case, ωD = γω by the transverse Doppler effect. Here the Lorentz factor takes
due account of time dilation. On the other hand, the Fourier analysis of the field, pointwise
“measured” by the observer via the hypothesis of locality, reveals that
ωˆ = γ(ω ∓ Ω0). (4)
Here, the upper (lower) sign refers to incident positive (negative) helicity radiation. The
new result reflects time dilation as well as the coupling of photon helicity with the rotation
of the observer. The nonlocal aspect of the helicity-rotation coupling is evident from ωˆ =
ωD(1 ∓ Ω0/ω), where Ω0/ω is the ratio of the reduced wavelength of the wave (1/ω) to
the acceleration length of the observer (1/Ω0). It is possible to give a simple intuitive
explanation for the helicity-rotation coupling. In a positive (negative) helicity wave, the
electric and magnetic field vectors rotate with frequency ω (−ω) about the direction of wave
propagation; however, from the viewpoint of the observer, the electric and magnetic fields
rotate with relative frequency ω − Ω0 (−ω − Ω0) if time dilation is ignored. Taking time
dilation into account, one recovers the formula for ωˆ.
There exists ample observational evidence for the spin-rotation coupling [25]-[28]. In
particular, it accounts for the phenomenon of phase wrap-up in the GPS. Indeed, for γ ≪ 1
and Ω0 ≪ ω, the frequency ωˆ ≈ ω ∓ Ω0 has been verified with ω/(2π) ∼ 1 GHz and
Ω0/(2π) ∼ 8 Hz [29]. It would be interesting to investigate the validity of equation (4)
beyond the eikonal regime (ω ≫ Ω0) that is experimentally accessible at present.
For incident radiation of positive helicity, the frequency measured by the rotating observer
could be negative for ω < Ω0 or zero for ω = Ω0. The former does not pose a basic
difficulty once it is recognized that the notion of relativity does not extend to accelerated
observers [19]. The situation is different, however, with the latter possibility. By a mere
rotation, observers could in principle stay at rest with an electromagnetic wave. That is, the
electromagnetic field is oscillatory in space but has no temporal dependence with respect to
all observers that rotate uniformly with frequency ω about the direction of incidence [30].
9An analogous problem plagued the pre-relativistic Doppler formula and this circumstance
influenced Einstein’s path to relativity theory (see page 53 of Einstein’s autobiographical
notes in [31]). For accelerated observers, this fundamental difficulty is associated with the
pointwise determination of the electromagnetic field and its avoidance plays a significant
part in nonlocal special relativity.
For the general case of oblique incidence of a basic radiation field on the plane of the
observer’s circular orbit, the expression for the spin-rotation coupling turns out to be ωˆ =
γ(ω −MΩ0), where M = 0, ±1,±2, . . . for a scalar or a vector field, while M ∓ 12 = 0,
±1,±2, . . . for a Dirac field. Here M is the component of the total angular momentum of
the radiation field along the axis of rotation of the observer. The measured frequency can be
negative for ω < MΩ0 and vanishes for ω = MΩ0. In the eikonal approximation (ω ≫ Ω0),
one can show that
ωˆ ≈ γ(ω − v · k)− γ s ·Ω0, (5)
where s is the intrinsic spin of the particle. The general phenomenon of spin-rotation cou-
pling is a manifestation of the inertia of intrinsic spin [32]-[45]. A more complete discussion
as well as list of references is contained in [46]-[49]. We now turn to the issue of nonlocal
field determination by accelerated observers.
V. ACCELERATION-INDUCED NONLOCALITY
Consider a basic radiation field ψ(x) in a background global inertial frame S in Minkowski
spacetime and an accelerated observer that measures this field. The events along the world-
line of the observer are characterized by its proper time τ . The observer passes through an
infinite sequence of hypothetical momentarily comoving inertial observers. Let ψˆ(τ) be the
field measured by these inertial observers. The relation between ψˆ and ψ can be determined
from the fact that the local inertial spacetime of the comoving inertial observer at τ—i.e.
the global inertial frame in which it is at rest—is related to S by a Poincare´ transformation
x′ = Lx+ a. It follows that ψ′(x′) = Λ(L)ψ(x), where Λ belongs to a matrix representation
of the Lorentz group. For instance, Λ is unity for a scalar field. Thus ψˆ(τ) = Λ(τ)ψ(τ)
along the worldline of the accelerated observer.
The fundamental laws of microphysics have been formulated with respect to inertial
observers. On the other hand, physical measurements are performed by observers that are,
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in general, accelerated. To interpret observation via theory, a connection must be established
between the field Ψˆ(τ) that is actually measured by the accelerated observer and ψˆ(τ).
The standard theory of relativity based on the hypothesis of locality postulates that the
accelerated observer is pointwise inertial and hence Ψˆ(τ) = ψˆ(τ). This is, of course, the
simplest possibility and has been quite successful as a first approximation. It is consistent
with the physical principles of superposition and causality. It is important, however, to go
beyond this relation in view of the limitations of the hypothesis of locality. The most general
linear relationship between Ψˆ(τ) and ψˆ(τ) that preserves linearity and causality is
Ψˆ(τ) = ψˆ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
Kˆ(τ, τ ′)ψˆ(τ ′)dτ ′, (6)
where τ0 is the instant at which the observer’s acceleration is turned on and the kernel Kˆ
vanishes in the absence of acceleration. The ansatz (6) goes beyond the locality assumption
by virtue of an integral over the past worldline of the observer. Qualitatively, the contri-
bution of the nonlocal part of (6) can be estimated to be vanishingly small for λ/ℓ → 0,
where λ is a typical wavelength and ℓ is the acceleration length, in general agreement with
expected deviations from the hypothesis of locality. Thus (6) has been adopted as the basic
assumption of the nonlocal theory of accelerated systems [50, 51]. Nonlinear generalizations
of (6) may be contemplated, of course, but these appear unnecessary at the present stage of
development. Equation (6) has the form of a Volterra integral equation of the second kind.
Therefore, the relationship between Ψˆ and ψˆ is unique in the space of continuous functions
in accordance with Volterra’s theorem [52]. This uniqueness result—which plays an impor-
tant role in the determination of the kernel Kˆ—has been extended to the Hilbert space of
square-integrable functions by Tricomi [53]. For the physical fields under consideration here,
we assume that ψˆ is indeed uniquely determined by Ψˆ; that is,
ψˆ(τ) = Ψˆ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
Rˆ(τ, τ ′)Ψˆ(τ ′)dτ ′, (7)
where Rˆ is the resolvent kernel [52]-[54].
Equation (6) is reminiscent of the nonlocal characterization of certain constitutive proper-
ties of continuous media that exhibit memory-dependent phenomena (“after-effects”). This
subject has a long history (see, for instance, [54]). It is important to remark that the nonlo-
cality considered in the present work is in the absence of any medium; rather, it is associated
with the vacuum state as perceived by accelerated observers [55].
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How should the kernel Kˆ be determined? This turns out to be a rather complicated issue
as discussed in the next section; however, a key aspect of the nonlocal theory should be the
resolution of the basic difficulty encountered in the discussion of the spin-rotation coupling.
We, therefore, raise a consequence of Lorentz invariance, that an inertial observer cannot
stay at rest with respect to a fundamental radiation field, to the level of a postulate that
must hold for all observers. Thus a basic radiation field cannot stand completely still with
respect to an accelerated observer [50, 51]. To implement this requirement in the nonlocal
theory, let us first recall an aspect of the Doppler formula in electrodynamics for an inertial
observer moving with uniform velocity v : ω′ = γ(ω − v · k), where ω = |k|. We note that
ω′ = 0 only when ω = 0, since v < 1; that is, if the moving observer encounters a constant
wave field, then the field must already be constant for observers at rest. The generalization
of this circumstance to accelerated observers would imply that if Ψˆ in (6) turns out to be
constant, then ψ must have been a constant field in the first place. It would then follow
from the Volterra-Tricomi uniqueness theorem that for a realistic variable field ψ(x), the
measured field Ψˆ(τ) would never be a constant. In this way, a basic radiation field can never
stand completely still with respect to any observer [50, 51].
Our physical postulate leads to an integral equation for the kernel Kˆ by means of the
nonlocal ansatz (6). Writing ψˆ(τ) = Λ(τ)ψ(τ) in (6) and noting that Ψˆ(τ0) = ψˆ(τ0), we find
that
Λ(τ0) = Λ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
Kˆ(τ, τ ′)Λ(τ ′)dτ ′, (8)
once we let ψ and Ψˆ be constants. Given Λ(τ), this equation is not sufficient to determine
the kernel uniquely. To proceed, a simplifying assumption would be appropriate. Two
possibilities appear natural: (i) Kˆ(τ, τ ′) is only a function of τ − τ ′ or (ii) Kˆ(τ, τ ′) is only
a function of τ ′. These lead to the same constant kernel for uniform acceleration. The
convolution kernel in case (i) was initially adopted in analogy with nonlocal theories of
continuous media [50, 51], but was later found to lead to divergences in cases of nonuniform
acceleration [56]. A detailed investigation [57, 58] reveals that case (ii) provides the only
physically acceptable solution of (8), so that
Kˆ(τ, τ ′) = kˆ(τ ′). (9)
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Differentiation of (8) in this case results in
kˆ(τ) = −dΛ(τ)
dτ
Λ−1(τ). (10)
This kernel is directly proportional to the acceleration of the observer. Hence, it follows that
once the acceleration is turned off at τf , then for τ > τf , though the motion of the observer
is uniform, there is a constant nonlocal contribution to the measured field in (6) that is
simply a memory of past acceleration. This constant memory is measurable in principle,
but it is simply canceled in a measuring device whenever the device is reset.
With the kernel as in (9), the nonlocal part of our main ansatz (6) takes the form of a
weighted average over the past worldline of the accelerated observer such that the weighting
function is directly proportional to the acceleration. This circumstance is consistent with the
Bohr-Rosenfeld viewpoint regarding field determination. Moreover, this general approach
to acceleration-induced nonlocality appears to be consistent with quantum theory [59].
Substitution of (9) and (10) in (6) results in
Ψˆ(τ) = ψˆ(τ0)−
∫ τ
τ0
Λ(τ ′)
dψ(τ ′)
dτ ′
dτ ′. (11)
It follows from this relation that if the field ψ(x) evaluated along the worldline of the
accelerated observer turns out to be a constant over a certain interval (τ0, τ1), then the
variable nonlocal part of (11) vanishes in this interval and the measured field turns out
to be a constant as well for τ0 < τ < τ1. This result plays an important role in the
development of nonlocal field theory of electrodynamics in the next section. That is, we
have thus far considered radiation fields; however, in the next section we need to deal with
limiting situations such as electrostatics and magnetostatics as well.
The discussion of spin-rotation coupling in the previous section leads to the conclusion
that for a basic scalar field of frequency ω, an observer rotating uniformly with frequency
Ω0 measures ωˆ = γ(ω −MΩ0), where M = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Thus ωˆ = 0 for ω = MΩ0, so
that the scalar radiation field is oscillatory in space but stands completely still with respect
to the rotating observer. This possibility is ruled out by the nonlocal theory. However, for
a scalar field Λ = 1 and it follows from (5) that kˆ = 0, so that a basic scalar radiation field
is purely local. Our main postulate therefore implies that a pure scalar (or pseudoscalar)
radiation field does not exist. Nevertheless, scalar or pseudoscalar fields can be composites
formed from other basic fields. There is no trace of a fundamental scalar or pseudoscalar
13
field in the present experimental data; hence, this important implication of nonlocal theory
is consistent with observation.
VI. NONLOCAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
Consider the determination of an electromagnetic field by an accelerated observer. Ac-
cording to the fundamental inertial observers in S, there is a vector potential Aµ and the
corresponding Faraday tensor Fµν ,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. (12)
The associated sequence of locally comoving inertial observers along the worldline of the
accelerated observer measure
Aˆα = Aµλ
µ
(α), Fˆαβ = Fµνλ
µ
(α)λ
ν
(β). (13)
Our basic ansatz (6) would then imply that the fields determined by the accelerated observer
are
Aˆα(τ) = Aˆα(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
Kˆ βα (τ, τ
′)Aˆβ(τ
′)dτ ′, (14)
Fˆαβ(τ) = Fˆαβ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
Kˆ γδαβ (τ, τ
′)Fˆγδ(τ
′)dτ ′. (15)
The gauge dependence of Aµ translates into the gauge dependence of Aˆα, while Fˆαβ is gauge
invariant.
The simplest choice for the kernels in (14) and (15) would be the standard kernels given
by (10). For the vector potential, this would mean that
Kˆ βα (τ, τ
′) = −φ βα (τ ′). (16)
This is a natural choice, since with this kernel a constant (gauge) Aµ results in a constant
Aˆα in accordance with (11)—that is, the vector potential is then constant for all observers—
while it follows from (15) that the electromagnetic field vanishes for all observers. A similar
choice for the kernel in (15) based on (10), namely,
κ γδαβ = −
1
2
(φ γα δ
δ
β + φ
δ
β δ
γ
α − φ γβ δ δα − φ δα δ γβ ), (17)
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cannot be the correct kernel, since that would imply that a constant electromagnetic field is
measured to be constant by all (accelerated) observers in direct contradiction to experience.
For instance, Kennard’s experiment [60]-[63] is consistent with the interpretation that a
nonuniformly rotating observer in a constant magnetic field measures a variable electric
field [64]. In this experiment, a coaxial cylindrical capacitor is inserted into a region of
constant magnetic field B0. The direction of the magnetic field is parallel to the axis of
the capacitor. In the static situation, no potential difference is measured between the inner
cylinder of radius ρa and the outer cylinder of radius ρb. However, when the capacitor is
set into rotation and a maximum rotation rate of Ωmax is achieved, the potential difference
(emf) in the rotating frame between the plates is found to be nonzero and in qualitative
agreement with ΩmaxB0(ρ
2
b − ρ 2a )/2, which is based on the hypothesis of locality. This
result is consistent with the fact that observers at rest in the rotating frame experience the
presence of a radial electric field (in cylindrical coordinates). According to the hypothesis
of locality, the radial electric field should have a magnitude of γvB0 between the cylinders,
where v = Ωρ and Ω starts from zero and reaches Ωmax. Here v ≪ 1; hence, v2 effects can
be neglected. Thus an accelerated observer in a constant magnetic field can in principle
measure a variable electric field; hence, (17) cannot be the field kernel in (15).
The determination of the field kernel is considerably simplified if we assume that
Kˆ γδαβ (τ, τ
′) = kˆ γδαβ (τ
′) (18)
in accordance with (9). To generate all such kernels that are antisymmetric in their first
and second pairs of indices from the Minkowski metric tensor ηαβ, the Levi-Civita tensor
ǫαβγδ (with ǫ0123 = 1) and the acceleration tensor φαβ(τ) is still a rather daunting task.
Examples include: (i) Wǫ γδαβ , where W is a function of scalars formed from φαβ, its dual
and their time derivatives, (ii) Wφαβφ
γδ and similar terms involving φαβ, its dual and their
time derivatives, etc. To simplify matters still much further, we forgo terms nonlinear in
the acceleration tensor and concentrate instead on linear superpositions of tensor (17) and
its duals. The left dual of (17) is given by
∗κ γδαβ =
1
2
ǫ ρσαβ κ
γδ
ρσ . (19)
It then follows from (17) that
∗κ γδαβ =
1
2
(ǫ ργαβ φ
δ
ρ − ǫ ρδαβ φ γρ ). (20)
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The right dual of (17), namely,
1
2
κ ρσαβ ǫ
γδ
ρσ = −
1
2
(φ ρα ǫ
γδ
ρβ − φ ρβ ǫ γδρα ) (21)
turns out to be equal to the left dual (19), since φαβ = −φβα. The equality of right and
left duals can be simply proved on the basis of a general identity given on page 255 of [58];
indeed, our equality follows immediately from (D.1.67) of [58], since φ αα = 0. One can show
that the mixed duals of (17), such as
1
2
καρσβǫ
ρσγδ, (22)
all vanish [64]. We therefore assume that a natural choice for kernel (18) that is linear in
the acceleration is given by [64]
kˆ γδαβ (τ) = pκ
γδ
αβ (τ) + q
∗κ γδαβ (τ), (23)
where p and q are constant real numbers that should be determined from observation. It
follows from our discussion of Kennard’s experiment that p 6= 1, q 6= 0 or both; moreover, it
seems natural to assume that p > 0. However, the ultimate justification for the form of the
kernel should be concordance with observation. With our simple choice (23), equation (15)
may be written as
Fˆαβ(τ) = Fˆαβ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
κ γδαβ (τ
′)[pFˆγδ(τ
′) + qFˆ ∗γδ(τ
′)]dτ ′, (24)
so that in this type of “constitutive” law, the nonlocal part involves a mixture of the field and
its dual. This has consequences involving violations of parity and time-reversal invariance
associated with a nonzero value of q that are discussed in more detail in the following section.
For the “constitutive” relation (24), it therefore appears natural to suppose that |q| ≪ 1 (cf.
chapter D.1 of [58]).
It is interesting to note here some properties of the tensor κ γδαβ such as καβγδ = −κγδαβ ,
κγαγβ = −φαβ , κ αβαβ = 0 and
1
2
κ ρσγδ κ
γδ
ρσ = −φαβφαβ, κ γδαβ = −
1
2
∗κ ρσαβ ǫ
γδ
ρσ . (25)
In a similar way, one can show that ∗καβγδ = −∗κγδαβ , ∗κγαγβ = −φ∗αβ, etc. A general
discussion of the invariants of such constitutive tensors is given in [58]. To explore the
implications of (23) and (24) for accelerated observers, we now turn to the evaluation of
(24) in four cases of special interest.
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VII. IMPLICATIONS OF NONLOCAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
In the following four subsections, we explore some of the consequences of our nonlocal
formulation of electrodynamics for accelerated systems. The first case involves observers
rotating uniformly about the direction of propagation of an incident electromagnetic wave,
which we take to be the z direction, while the second case involves observers rotating nonuni-
formly about the direction of a constant magnetic field. In the third case, observers accelerate
uniformly along the z direction and measure an incident plane electromagnetic wave. The
fourth case involves the measurement of a constant electromagnetic field by observers that
undergo nonuniform linear acceleration.
A. Uniform rotation
Consider observers that rotate uniformly with frequency Ω0 > 0 in planes parallel to the
(x, y) plane with x = ρ cosϕ, y = ρ sinϕ and z = z0, where ρ ≥ 0 and ϕ = Ω0t = γΩ0τ
for t ≥ 0. Here γ is the Lorentz factor corresponding to v = ρΩ0 and we choose proper
time such that τ = 0 at t = 0. More specifically, imagine the class of observers that move
uniformly along straight lines parallel to the y axis with x = ρ ≥ 0, y = ρΩ0t and z = z0
for −∞ < t < 0, but at t = 0 are forced to move on circles about the z axis. The natural
orthonormal tetrad frame of such an observer for t ≥ 0 is given by
λµ(0) = γ(1,−v sinϕ, v cosϕ, 0), (26)
λµ(1) = (0, cosϕ, sinϕ, 0), (27)
λµ(2) = γ(v,− sinϕ, cosϕ, 0), (28)
λµ(3) = (0, 0, 0, 1) (29)
with respect to the (t, x, y, z) system. In the natural cylindrical coordinate system adapted to
this case, the spatial frame of the observer consists of unit vectors in the radial, tangential and
z directions. Moreover, the acceleration tensor can be decomposed into g = −vγ2Ω0(1, 0, 0)
and Ω = γ2Ω0(0, 0, 1) with respect to the local spatial frame (27)-(29).
The observers receive a plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave of frequency ω that
propagates along the z direction. We use the decomposition Fµν 7→ (E,B) and represent
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the field via a column 6-vector
F =

E
B

 . (30)
The nonlocal theory is linear; therefore, we employ complex fields and adopt the convention
that only their real parts have physical significance. Thus the incident field can be expressed
as
F±(t,x) = iωA±

e±
b±

 e−iω(t−z), (31)
where A± is a constant amplitude, e± = (xˆ ± iyˆ)/
√
2, b± = ∓ie± and the upper (lower)
sign represents positive (negative) helicity radiation. The unit circular polarization vectors
e± are such that e± · e∗± = 1.
Consider the measurement of the field (31) by the hypothetical locally comoving inertial
observers along the worldline of a rotating observer. Equation (13) may be expressed in the
present notation as Fˆ± = ΛF±, where Fˆµν 7→ (Eˆ, Bˆ) and Λ is a 6× 6 matrix given by
Λ =

 Λ1 Λ2
−Λ2 Λ1

 (32)
with
Λ1 =


γ cosϕ γ sinϕ 0
− sinϕ cosϕ 0
0 0 γ

 , Λ2 = vγ


0 0 1
0 0 0
− cosϕ − sinϕ 0

 . (33)
Thus Fˆ± can be written as
Fˆ±(τ) = iγωA±

eˆ±
bˆ±

 e−iωˆτ+iωz0 , (34)
where bˆ± = ∓ieˆ± and
eˆ± =
1√
2


1
±iγ−1
±iv

 (35)
are unit vectors with eˆ± · eˆ∗± = 1. The frequency measured in accordance with the hypothesis
of locality is ωˆ = γ(ω ∓ Ω0) as expected.
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To compute Fˆ±(τ), Fˆ± 7→ (Eˆ, Bˆ), corresponding to (15) and (24), the components of the
kernel (23) have to be translated into elements of a 6× 6 matrix kˆ,
kˆ = pκ+ q ∗κ. (36)
This transformation is straightforward once factors of 2 due to repeated indices and changes
of sign due to F0i = −Ei are properly taken into account. To calculate the kernel, it is useful
to recognize that Λ in (32) consists of Λ1 and Λ2 in a special arrangement; we henceforth
denote this decomposition as Λ 7→ [Λ1; Λ2] for the sake of simplicity. It turns out that Λ−1
has the same general form; in fact, Λ−1 7→ [ΛT1 ; ΛT2 ], where ΛT1 is the transpose of Λ1, etc.
The result is
κ =

κ1 −κ2
κ2 κ1

 , ∗κ =

−κ2 −κ1
κ1 −κ2

 , (37)
where κ1 = Ω · I, κ2 = g · I and Ii, (Ii)jk = −ǫijk, is a 3 × 3 matrix proportional to the
operator of infinitesimal rotations about the xi axis. In this way (24) can be transformed
into a matrix equation with the consequence that [64]
Fˆ±(τ) = Fˆ±(τ)
[
1 +
(±p + iq)Ω0
ω ∓ Ω0 (1− e
iωˆτ )
]
. (38)
Three aspects of this result should be noted. The field measured by the accelerated observer
can become a constant for any incident frequency ω such that ω∓Ω0 = −(±p+ iq)Ω0, which
is impossible for q 6= 0. Next, for the resonance frequency ω = Ω0 in the positive-helicity
case, we find that
Fˆ+(τ) = Fˆ+[1− i(p + iq)γΩ0τ ], (39)
where Fˆ+ is now constant. Thus the measured field increases linearly with time and except
in this special case, the measured frequency of the radiation is ωˆ = γ(ω ∓ Ω0) as before.
Finally, it follows from (38) that the ratio of the measured amplitude of positive-helicity
radiation to that of negative-helicity radiation is (A+/A−)ρˆ, where
ρˆ =
ω2 − Ω20 + Ω0(ω + Ω0)(p+ iq)
ω2 − Ω20 − Ω0(ω − Ω0)(p− iq)
. (40)
One can show that for ω > Ω0 and p ≥ 0, |ρˆ| > 1. Thus for the same amplitude of incident
helicities, the observer measures a higher (lower) amplitude due to nonlocality when its
rotation is in the same (opposite) sense as the helicity of the incident radiation.
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These consequences of acceleration-induced nonlocality for spin-rotation coupling in elec-
trodynamics should be tested experimentally. To this end, the behavior of rotating measur-
ing devices must be known beforehand. That is, disentangling the effect under consideration
from the response of the measuring devices under rotation could be rather complicated. Such
issues of principle have been treated in an interesting recent paper on the emission of ra-
diation by a rotating atomic system [65]. To proceed, we adopt a different approach based
on Bohr’s correspondence principle and consider electrons in the correspondence regime to
be qualitatively the same as classical accelerated observers. That is, rather than directly
confronting the nonlocal theory of rotating systems with observation, we study the behavior
of rotating electrons in quantum theory to see which classical theory is closer to quantum
mechanics in the correspondence limit [66].
In connection with the possibility that by a mere rotation of frequency ω, an observer
could stand completely still with respect to an incident positive helicity wave of frequency
ω in accordance with the hypothesis of locality, we consider an electron in a circular “orbit”
about a uniform magnetic field. The natural frequency for this motion is the cyclotron
frequency Ωc. The transition of the electron from a given stationary state to the next one as
a consequence of absorption of a photon of frequency Ωc and definite helicity that is incident
along the direction of the uniform magnetic field is studied. It follows from a detailed
investigation [66] that resonance occurs only for a photon of positive helicity and that in the
correspondence regime P+ ∝ t2, while P− = 0, where P+(P−) is the probability of transition
for an incident positive (negative) helicity photon. This result is in qualitative agreement
with (39).
The relative strength of the field amplitude measured by the rotating observer for ω >
Ω0 can be estimated by considering the photoionization of the hydrogen atom when the
electron is in a circular state with respect to the incident radiation. In this case a detailed
investigation [66] reveals that σ+ > σ−, where σ+(σ−) is the photoionization cross section
when the electron rotates about the direction of the incident photon in the same (opposite)
sense as the photon helicity. This agrees qualitatively with the fact that |ρˆ| > 1 according
to (40).
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B. Nonuniform rotation
Imagine the same class of rotating observers as above except that for τ = t ≥ 0, dϕ/dτ =
γΩ0(τ). Thus for t < 0, an observer moves with constant speed v0 = ρΩ0(0), but for t > 0, it
has variable circular speed v = ρΩ0(τ). The orthonormal tetrad (26)-(29) is valid as before;
however, the acceleration tensor is now characterized by
g(τ) =
(
−γ2vΩ0, γ2dv
dτ
, 0
)
(41)
and Ω(τ) = γ2Ω0(τ)(0, 0, 1) with respect to the spatial tetrad frame. A detailed calculation
reveals that the kernel is given by (37) with κ1 = Ω(τ) · I and κ2 = g(τ) · I.
Suppose that a uniform static magnetic field of magnitudeB exists along the z direction in
the background frame S. The electromagnetic field measured by the nonuniformly rotating
observers is then given by
Eˆ1 = γvB − pD(γv)B, Eˆ2 = 0, Eˆ3 = qD(γ)B, (42)
Bˆ1 = −qD(γv)B, Bˆ2 = 0, Bˆ3 = γB − pD(γ)B, (43)
where. for the sake of simplicity, we have introduced the difference operator
D(f) = f(τ)− f(0). (44)
In the derivation of (42)-(43), we have used the relations
dγ
dτ
= γ3v
dv
dτ
,
d
dτ
(γv) = γ3
dv
dτ
. (45)
Equations (42) and (43) contain the implications of nonlocality for Kennard-type experi-
ments. Indeed, instead of the radial electric field γvB given by the hypothesis of locality, we
find Eˆ1 in (42); moreover, the measured electric field has an axial component as well given
by Eˆ3 in (42). The terms proportional to q in (42)-(43) violate parity and time-reversal
invariance.
C. Uniform linear acceleration
Consider a linearly accelerated observer such that for −∞ < t < 0, the position of the
observer is described by x = x0, y = y0 and z = z0 + v0t, but at t = 0, the observer
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experiences a force that gives it an acceleration g(τ) > 0 along the positive z direction. We
assume that τ = 0 at t = 0. The natural orthonormal tetrad of the observer is given by
λµ(0) = (C, 0, 0, S), λ
µ
(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0), λ
µ
(2) = (0, 0, 1, 0), λ
µ
(3) = (S, 0, 0, C), (46)
where C = cosh θ, S = sinh θ and
θ = θ0 + u(τ)
∫ τ
0
g(τ ′)dτ ′. (47)
Here θ0 is related to v0 by tanh θ0 = v0 and u(τ) is the unit step function such that u(τ) = 1
for τ > 0 and u(τ) = 0 for τ < 0. The orthonormal frame of the observer is Fermi-Walker
transported along its trajectory and the only nonzero components of the acceleration tensor
are given by φ03 = −φ30 = g.
We assume that g(τ) is a positive constant g0 until τf when the acceleration is turned
off. That is,
g(τ) = g0[u(τ)− u(τ − τf)], (48)
so that the observer is uniformly accelerated for 0 < τ < τf . In this interval, we are
interested in the electromagnetic measurements of the observer involving the incident plane
wave given in (31). In this case, F (τ) may be written as
F (τ) = iωA±Θ

e±
b±

 , (49)
where Θ is given by [67]
Θ(θ) = eiωz0 exp
[
i
ω
g0
(e−θ − e−θ0)
]
(50)
and θ = θ0 + g0τ . It turns out that the corresponding matrix Λ has the same general form
as (32); in fact, Λ 7→ [Λ1; Λ2], where Λ1 = diag(C,C, 1) and Λ2 = SI3. Thus
Fˆ = e−θF (51)
for the locally comoving inertial observers along the worldline [67]. The kernel (36) can be
simply computed and the result is that κ and ∗κ are of the form (37) with κ1 = 0 and
κ2 = g · I = g0I3. Hence the field measured by the accelerated observer is
Fˆ(τ) = iωA±χ(τ)

e±
b±

 , (52)
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where χ can be expressed as
χ = e−θΘ+ i
g0
ω
(p± iq)(Θ−Θ0). (53)
Here Θ is given by (50) and Θ0 = Θ(θ0). The term proportional to q in the response
function χ indicates the presence of helicity-acceleration coupling. Such a term would lead
to acceleration-induced violations of parity and time-reversal invariance in electrodynamics
[68].
D. Nonuniform linear acceleration
We imagine the same linearly accelerated observer as above except that g0 is replaced
by g0(τ) in (48). Suppose that a uniform static electromagnetic field (30) exists in the
background inertial frame S. We are interested in the electromagnetic measurements of
the accelerated observer for τ ∈ (0, τf). The locally comoving inertial observers measure
Fˆ = ΛF , where Λ has the same general form as before. We find, as expected, that
Eˆ1 = γ(E1 − vB2), Bˆ1 = γ(B1 + vE2), (54)
Eˆ2 = γ(E2 + vB1), Bˆ2 = γ(B2 − vE1), (55)
Eˆ3 = E3, Bˆ3 = B3, (56)
where γ = C and γv = S.
The kernel in this case is given by κ1 = 0 and κ2 = g0(τ)I3. It then follows from a
straightforward calculation that the accelerated observer measures
Eˆ1 = Eˆ1 −D(pEˆ1 − qBˆ1), Eˆ2 = Eˆ2 −D(pEˆ2 − qBˆ2), Eˆ3 = E3, (57)
Bˆ1 = Bˆ1 −D(pBˆ1 + qEˆ1), Bˆ2 = Bˆ2 −D(pBˆ2 + qEˆ2), Bˆ3 = B3. (58)
Here the difference operator, defined in (44), has been employed. Thus the field components
parallel to the direction of motion are not affected, while the components perpendicular to
the direction of motion contain temporal difference terms that are proportional to p and q.
The q terms violate parity and time-reversal invariance.
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VIII. NONLOCAL DIRAC EQUATION
According to the fundamental inertial observers at rest in the background global inertia
frame S, the Dirac equation is given by
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x) = 0, (59)
where γµ are the constant Dirac matrices in the standard representation [69]. Here and in
the rest of this paper we follow standard conventions [69]; in particular, the signature of the
Minkowski metric is henceforth −2.
Consider an accelerated observer and the sequence of locally comoving inertial observers
along its worldline. It turns out, based on a detailed analysis [70], that according to these
inertial observers the Dirac spinor is given by ψˆ(τ) = Λ(τ)ψ(τ), where
Λ(τ) = e
−
R τ
τ0
κD(τ
′)dτ ′
Λ(τ0) (60)
and κD is an invariant matrix that can be expressed as
κD(τ) =
i
4
φαβ(τ)σ
αβ (61)
with
σαβ =
i
2
[γα, γβ]. (62)
The Dirac spinor according to the accelerated observer Ψˆ is given by our nonlocal ansatz (6).
We assume that the basic requirements contained in (9) and (10) determine the kernel. Thus
it follows from (10) and (60) that the Dirac kernel kˆD is given by (61); that is, kˆD = κD and
Ψˆ(τ) = ψˆ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
kˆD(τ
′)ψˆ(τ ′)dτ ′. (63)
We now introduce the general notion that Ψˆ(τ) may be considered to be the projection
of a spinor Ψ(τ) on the local tetrad frame of the accelerated observer; that is, we write
Ψˆ(τ) = Λ(τ)Ψ(τ). (64)
It follows from (63) and (64) that
Ψ(τ) = ψ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
kD(τ, τ
′)ψ(τ ′)dτ ′, (65)
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where
kD(τ, τ
′) = Λ−1(τ)κD(τ
′)Λ(τ ′). (66)
Furthermore, we can write, on the basis of the Volterra-Tricomi uniqueness theorems,
ψ(τ) = Ψ(τ) +
∫ τ
τ0
rD(τ, τ
′)Ψ(τ ′)dτ ′, (67)
where rD is related to the resolvent kernel rˆD by
rD(τ, τ
′) = Λ−1(τ)rˆD(τ, τ
′)Λ(τ ′). (68)
The next step in our analysis involves the extension of (65) and (67) to a congruence of
accelerated observers that occupy a finite spacetime domain ∆ in S. For the congruence,
(67) takes the form
ψ(x) = Ψ(x) +
∫
∆
K(x, y)Ψ(y)d4y, (69)
where the kernel vanishes except in ∆. We assume that the relationship between ψ(x) and
Ψ(x) is unique within ∆; therefore, there is a unique kernel R such that (65) can be extended
to the congruence as
Ψ(x) = ψ(x) +
∫
∆
R(x, y)ψ(y)d4y. (70)
It is useful to define a nonlocal operator N such that
ψ = NΨ, NΨ(x) = Ψ(x) +
∫
∆
K(x, y)Ψ(y)d4y. (71)
We note that N is invertible, so that Ψ = N−1ψ is given by the right-hand side of (70).
The nonlocal Dirac equation follows simply from (59), (69) and (71), namely,
(iγµ∂µ −m)NΨ = 0. (72)
It turns out that this equation in general remains nonlocal even after the acceleration of the
congruence has been turned off. This circumstance is due to the persistence of the memory
of past acceleration [70, 71, 72].
It is possible to derive (72) from an appropriate action functional
A[Ψ] =
∫
∆
L[x,NΨ(x), ∂µNΨ(x)]d4x (73)
via the principle of stationary action [73]. To this end, we recall that the Dirac equation
can be obtained from the variational principle
δ
∫
LDd4x = 0, (74)
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where the local Dirac Lagrangian density is given by
LD = 1
2
ψ¯(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ − 1
2
[i(∂µψ¯)γ
µ +mψ¯]ψ. (75)
The Dirac spinor is complex; therefore, ψ and its adjoint ψ¯ = ψ†γ0, where ψ† is its Hermitian
conjugate, are varied independently in (75). The variation of the adjoint spinor results in
the Dirac equation (59), while the variation of ψ results in
i(∂µψ¯)γ
µ +mψ¯ = 0. (76)
The two parts of the Lagrangian (75) are related by a total divergence
ψ¯(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = i∂µJµ − [i(∂µψ¯)γµ +mψ¯]ψ, (77)
where Jµ = ψ¯γµψ is the current. This current is conserved and LD vanishes once the Dirac
equation is satisfied.
It has been shown [73] that the desired Lagrangian in (73) is obtained from the local
Lagrangian (75) by the nonlocal substitution of ψ with NΨ. Thus the nonlocal Dirac
Lagrangian is given by
LND = 1
2
NΨ(iγµ∂µ −m)NΨ− 1
2
[i(∂µNΨ)γµ +mNΨ]NΨ. (78)
The variation of this Lagrangian is simplified if we work, for example, with δ(NΨ) = N δΨ
instead of δΨ. All such variations vanish on the boundary hypersurface ∂∆, since the kernel
in (71) is zero except in the finite spacetime domain ∆ in which acceleration occurs.
The variational principle under consideration here involves bilinear scalar functionals of
the form
〈α, β〉 =
∫
∆
α¯βd4x, (79)
where α and β are spinors. Moreover, for an operator O, we define the adjoint operator
O∗ such that 〈Oα, β〉 = 〈α,O∗β〉 with respect to the nondegenerate inner product given by
(79). Thus in (78), NΨ is the adjoint spinor obtained from (71) and can be expressed as
NΨ(x) = Ψ¯(x) +
∫
∆
Ψ¯(y)K¯(x, y)d4y, (80)
where
K¯(x, y) = γ0K†(x, y)γ0. (81)
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On the other hand, the adjoint of N is given by N ∗ such that
N ∗Ψ(x) = Ψ(x) +
∫
∆
K¯(y, x)Ψ(y)d4y. (82)
The operator N ∗ is invertible because N is invertible [74, 75]. These notions are needed in
order to prove that the variation of (78) does indeed lead to the nonlocal Dirac equation (72).
The nonlocal approach presented above for the Dirac equation can, in principle, be ex-
tended to other field equations. It is thus possible to derive in a consistent manner the
nonlocal field equations describing interacting fields. This is illustrated in the next section,
where the interaction of charged Dirac particles with the electromagnetic field is studied
from the standpoint of accelerated observers.
IX. NONLOCAL INTERACTION
Imagine a congruence of accelerated observers in the finite spacetime domain ∆. We
are interested in their description of the interaction of a charged Dirac particle with the
electromagnetic field. Starting with the main equations of nonlocal electrodynamics (14)
and (15) for a member of the congruence, we define the coordinate components of the fields
Aµ and Fµν via
Aˆα = Aµλµ(α), Fˆαβ = Fµνλµ(α)λν(β). (83)
Using the Volterra-Tricomi uniqueness theorems, (14) and (15) could be “inverted” by means
of resolvent kernels and extended to the whole congruence thereby resulting in
Aµ(x) = Aµ(x) +
∫
∆
K νµ (x, y)Aν(y)d4y, (84)
Fµν(x) = Fµν(x) +
∫
∆
K ρσµν (x, y)Fρσ(y)d4y. (85)
Here the kernels are assumed to vanish except in ∆. Henceforth, we write (84) and (85) as
Aµ = nAµ, Fµν = NFµν , (86)
where n and N are invertible nonlocal operators as in (71).
The kernels K νµ and K ρσµν in (84) and (85) as well as the Dirac kernel K in (69) embody
the essential nonlocality of our treatment. It is therefore necessary to explain how they are
generated in nonlocal special relativity. This is done in Appendix A for a class of uniformly
accelerated observers. Further information about such kernels is contained in [73].
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The Maxwell field equations for Aµ(x) and Fµν(x) can be derived from the Lagrangian
LM = 1
16π
FµνF
µν − 1
8π
F µν(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)− jµAµ, (87)
where Aµ and Fµν are regarded as independent fields and jµ is the current associated with
charged particles. It follows from the Euler-Lagrange equations for (87) that
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, ∂νF µν = −4πjµ. (88)
The nonlocal Maxwell equations simply follow from the substitution of (86) in (88); that is,
NFµν = ∂µ(nAν)− ∂ν(nAµ), ∂ν(NFµν) = −4πjµ. (89)
Moreover, these equations can be derived from an action principle based on the nonlocal
Maxwell Lagrangian
LNM = 1
16π
(NFµν)(NFµν)− 1
8π
(NFµν)[∂µ(nAν)− ∂ν(nAµ)]− jµ(nAµ). (90)
It is important to digress here and mention that throughout this paper we have explicitly
employed the standard Cartesian inertial coordinates of S; however, it should be possible,
in principle, to employ any other admissible (curvilinear) coordinate system in Minkowski
spacetime. Thus the nonlocal field equations (89) can be transformed to any other coor-
dinate system based on the invariance of the forms Aµdxµ and 12Fµνdxµ ∧ dxν . No new
physical assumption is needed for this purpose; in fact, mathematical consistency is all that
is required.
For the fundamental inertial observers in S, the classical interaction of a charged Dirac
particle with the electromagnetic field is expressed via the Lagrangian L = LD + LM with
jµ = ǫψ¯γµψ, where ǫ is the electric charge of the particle. The Euler-Lagrange equations of
motion for the interacting system lead to Maxwell’s equations (88) together with the Dirac
equation and its adjoint
γµ(i∂µ − ǫAµ)ψ −mψ = 0, (91)
(i∂µ + ǫAµ)ψ¯γ
µ +mψ¯ = 0. (92)
These equations imply that the current is always conserved (∂µj
µ = 0). Moreover, the
invariance of the total action under spacetime translations leads to the conservation law
∂νT
µν = 0, (93)
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where T µν is the total canonical energy-momentum tensor of the system. That is,
T µν = T µνD + T
µν
M , (94)
where
T µνD =
i
2
ηµα[ψ¯γν∂αψ − (∂αψ¯)γνψ] (95)
and
T µνM =
1
16π
FαβF
αβηµν − 1
4π
F να∂βAαη
µβ (96)
are the canonical energy-momentum tensors of the free Dirac and Maxwell fields, respec-
tively.
It follows from the preceding considerations that the corresponding acceleration-induced
nonlocal interaction is described by the total Lagrangian
LN = LND + LNM , (97)
where jµ in (90) is given by
jµ = ǫNΨγµNΨ. (98)
The action principle based on (97) leads to nonlocal Maxwell’s equations (89) with the
conserved current (98) as well as the nonlocal Dirac equation and its adjoint
γµ(i∂µ − ǫnAµ)NΨ−mNΨ = 0, (99)
(i∂µ + ǫnAµ)NΨγµ +mNΨ = 0. (100)
The nonlocal interaction terms in (99) and (100) are noteworthy; for inertial observers,
the interaction terms arise from the replacement of the momentum operator Pµ = i∂µ by
Pµ − ǫAµ, while for accelerated observers
Pµ 7→ Pµ − ǫ[Aµ(x) +
∫
∆
K νµ (x, y)Aν(y)d4y]. (101)
The classical theory presented here can be extended to the quantum regime as well, as the
basic ideas of the nonlocal theory are indeed compatible with the quantum theory.
As pointed out in [73], it is possible to define a nonlocal energy-momentum tensor T µν
that is simply obtained from (94)-(96) by the nonlocal substitutions (71) and (86). The
nonlocal equations of motion then ensure that
∂νT µν = 0. (102)
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It is possible to use the Belinfante-Rosenfeld procedure to obtain the corresponding symmet-
ric energy-momentum tensor. In fact, let T˜ µν be the symmetric energy-momentum tensor
of the interacting Dirac and Maxwell fields. That is,
T˜ µν = T˜ µνD + T˜
µν
M , (103)
where
T˜ µνD =
1
4
{ψ¯(γµηνα + γνηµα)(i∂α − ǫAα)ψ
− [(i∂α + ǫAα)ψ¯](γµηνα + γνηµα)ψ}
(104)
and
T˜ µνM =
1
16π
FαβF
αβηµν − 1
4π
F µαF να. (105)
Moreover, as in the canonical case, the symmetric tensor T˜ µν is real and conserved
(∂ν T˜
µν = 0). The nonlocal substitutions (71) and (86) in T˜ µν then lead to the symmet-
ric nonlocal energy-momentum tensor T˜ µν such that ∂ν T˜ µν = 0. The projection of this
energy-momentum tensor on the tetrad frame of an accelerated observer results in the mea-
sured components of the currents of energy and momentum. It follows from the definitions
of nonlocal operators in (71) and (86) that these measured components are the same as
those measured by the hypothetical locally comoving inertial observers. That is, the mea-
sured components of the energy-momentum tensor are in general locally defined, but for an
accelerated observer these components are nonlocally related to the measured fields.
X. DISCUSSION
The Minkowski spacetime of the special theory of relativity is also the arena for the nonlo-
cal generalization of this theory. The extension of Lorentz invariance to accelerated systems
is based on the hypothesis of locality. The domain of validity of this hypothesis is critically
examined in this work and its application to field determination by accelerated observers
is generalized to include a nonlocal contribution involving a certain average over the past
worldline of the observer. Nonlocal special relativity, which reduces to the standard theory
in the limit of small accelerations, has significant and interesting predictions; for instance,
nonlocality forbids the existence of a fundamental scalar or pseudoscalar field. Moreover, in
connection with spin-rotation coupling, it has been shown that the consequences of nonlocal
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electrodynamics are in better agreement with quantum mechanics in the correspondence
limit than the standard theory based on the locality hypothesis. The nonlocal theory of
accelerated systems appears to be in agreement with all available observational data. It
would be interesting to confront the theory directly with experiment.
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APPENDIX A: KERNELS FOR UNIFORMLY ACCELERATED OBSERVERS
The purpose of this appendix is to provide examples of nonlocal kernels employed in this
work for the simple case of uniformly accelerated observers.
Let us start with the primary kernel kˆ(τ) introduced in (9). We note that for the elec-
tromagnetic potential and the Dirac field, we have assumed that kˆ is given by (10), while
for the Faraday tensor we have instead chosen (23). It is therefore useful to define a kernel
κ such that
dΛ(τ)
dτ
= −κ(τ)Λ(τ). (A1)
It turns out that for uniformly accelerated observers, κ is constant and thus (A1) has the
solution
Λ(τ) = e−κ(τ−τ0)Λ(τ0). (A2)
Thus for uniformly accelerated observers kˆ is also constant, since in our treatment kˆ = κ,
except in the case of Faraday tensor for which kˆ = pκ + q ∗κ.
The next step is the determination of the resolvent kernel rˆ(τ, τ ′). For a constant kˆ, we
find that rˆ is given in general by a convolution-type kernel (cf. Appendix C of [71])
rˆ(τ, τ ′) = −kˆe−kˆ(τ−τ ′). (A3)
We are also interested in r(τ, τ ′),
r(τ, τ ′) = Λ−1(τ)rˆ(τ, τ ′)Λ(τ ′). (A4)
For kˆ = κ, equations (A2) and (A3) imply that r(τ, τ ′) is constant and can be expressed as
r = −Λ−1(τ0)κΛ(τ0). (A5)
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However, if kˆ 6= κ, such as in (36) for the Faraday tensor, equation (A4) must be worked
out in detail using (A2) and (A3). It is interesting to note in this connection that the
matrices κ and ∗κ in general commute; that is, [κ,∗ κ] = 0. Moreover, κ 7→ [κ1;−κ2] and
∗κ 7→ [−κ2;−κ1] result in ∗κκ 7→ [−(κ1κ2 + κ2κ1);−(κ21 − κ22)].
Finally, let us mention the extension of these results to a specific congruence of noninertial
observers. Consider observers that occupy a finite open region of space Σ and are always
at rest in the background frame S. Thus τ = t for these observers and for −∞ < t < 0,
they refer their measurements to standard inertial axes in S. However, for 0 < t < tf , these
noninertial observers refer their measurements to axes that rotate uniformly with frequency
Ω0 about the z axis. The tetrad frame of these observers for t ∈ (0, tf) is given by (26)-(29)
with v = 0 and γ = 1. Thus the acceleration tensor vanishes except for t ∈ (0, tf). For
t > tf , the observers refer their measurements to inertial axes that are rotated about the z
axis by a fixed angle Ω0tf , as expected. We are interested in these observers for (0, T ), where
T ≫ tf . Thus in this case the finite spacetime domain under consideration is ∆ = (0, T )×Σ.
The only nonzero components of the acceleration tensor are
− φ12 = φ21 = Ω0 (A6)
and τ0 = 0 in this case. Thus the relevant Dirac kernel is given by (A5) and (61),
rD =
i
2
Ω0σ
12, (A7)
while the relevant kernel for the electromagnetic potential is given by (A5) and (16), namely,
r βα = φ
β
α . (A8)
The kernel for the Faraday tensor can also be explicitly worked out in terms of p and q using
(A2) and (A3), but this will not be given here.
The extension of the Dirac kernel (A7) to the congruence of noninertial observers can be
expressed as
K(x, x′) = K(t,x; t′,x′), (A9)
where [73]
K(t,x; t′,x′) = rDU(0,T )(t)U(0,tf )(t′)XΣ(x)δ(x′ − x). (A10)
Here U(a,b) is the unit bump function given by
U(a,b)(t) = u(t− a)− u(t− b). (A11)
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Moreover, XΣ is the characteristic function of Σ; that is, XΣ(x) is unity for x in Σ and zero
otherwise. Similarly,
K νµ (t,x; t′,x′) = r νµ U(0,T )(t)U(0,tf )(t′)XΣ(x)δ(x′ − x), (A12)
K ρσµν (t,x; t′,x′) = r ρσµν (t, t′)U(0,T )(t)U(0,tf )(t′)XΣ(x)δ(x′ − x). (A13)
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